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W3dzz trap dipole hf antenna

Multiband 'trap' antenna (Published in Electron #12, 2000 and Electron #1, 2001) Introduction The story is familiar. Once you've got the radio amateur frequency, you want to be on the air as soon as possible. For a month now, you've been looking for affordable ham gear and you've finally bought a set a little over budget. The next
question is the antenna and for this you ask first, because antenna training is still something to achieve and the commercial full-size tower-cum-multi-lane bar is currently out of reach. In fact, you are looking for a system that covers the maximum (HF-) amateur frequency band with minimum efforts that require as few properties as
possible. The tuner that enters your new ham gear should be able to cover all impedance tours of this antenna, as you want to play on this expensive device for a while yet. Unfortunately, this type of tuner only covers a small selection of grievances, usually not above SWR 1:3 to 4. In addition, you want to feed this antenna with a coaxial
cable, since this is easiest to handle and relatively insensitive to external conditions such as weather, metal barriers such as cutting the roof, bird nests, etc. The above considerations were the backdrop to the design of the multi-band trap antenna presented in this article, which should cover as many classical HF radio amateur bands as
possible. Simplicity does it One of the simplest and yet useful antenna models is dipoli; a centrally turned antenna that resonates with all frequencys with an electric antenna length of 1/2 multiple of wavelength. The impedance ending in each odd-numbered value is a real and low value suitable for connecting to a low impedance transfer
line, and an thing that needs to be used when using a simple antenna tuner as well. Unfortunately, HF amateur bands aren't so comfortably odd multiple related to one dipole to fulfill the aforementioned relationship. For example, let's take a look at a 2 x 20 m antenna at a frequency of 10 m above the average ground, which resonates at a
frequency of 3.6 MHz with the impedance Z0 = 50 Ohm. The next higher low Z0 frequency is at 11.1 MHz (Z0 = 124 Ohm) followed by 18.6 MHz (Z0 = 126 Ohm) and 26.1 (Z0 = 137 Ohm).    The next best approach could be a dipoli entered outside the center, such as a Windom variation, using a transformer to translate into a low value.
Furthermore, the wavelength ratio does not allow one antenna (or one specific transformer) to perform a trick to run the antenna in the frame described above. Another variation of this theme can be a monide solution, each cut to a specific frequency (range) and all related to the same balun, since only its basic ingestion frequency dipoli
indicates a low enough impedance to do most of the radiation (most of it under the influence of the current). This will certainly lead to a functional situation, although adjusting the system to achieve optimal performance each amateur band can have a bit of a problem, since all antennas work close to each other's field area (mutual impact).
In addition, the structure of five diphols may no longer be called a simple antenna system. A different approach to the dipole theme is W3DZZ - a type of anadipol originally developed from several practical experiments to obtain an antenna for multiple amateur frequencies fed on a high impedance transmission line and used in connection
with tube-type transmitters with higher end impedance than modern transistor devices. When you use this type of antenna with balun for low impedance coke, SWR is not low enough for 20, 15 and 10 m. radio amateur bands to enter within the range of the aforementioned built-in antenna grate. The only solution is to use parallel diols on
these frequencies, as seen above, which will take us away from simple systems again. The difference between ansadipol and other dipoli solutions is that the first consists of a lot of several parameters with which to play, for example, indoor length, sensor, trap capacitor, outdoor length. In principle, the theory of these four (independent)
variables should be sufficient to solve resonance requirements at four different frequencies compared to a basic dople with only one parameter to play with. It is from this point of view that the antenna discussion at the end of this article is derived. Basic design There are several antenna design programs available these days, both on price
and as free software, along with personal computers to take the burden off a number of calculations of the same nature. These tools have been used to study different approaches based on the model in Figure 1 to meet the basic requirement of resonanting with at least four different radio amateur bands. Figure 1: Trap antenna model
During the modelling phase, the trap consists of an ideal, lossless inductor parallel to the ideal lossless capacitor. This article contains other references to this model and 1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 W3DZZ Because it seemed like a good idea to start with the basic elements of W3DZZ, I have studied different
versions of the design. In detail, you can come across different models depending on the source of publication. This model uses the information given in the ARRL Antenna Manual as follows: L2 = 9,75 m. (32'), L1 = 6,7 m. (22'), L = 8,2 μH and C = 60 pF when trap-resonance fr = 7,175 MHz. According to the manual, from the 75-Ohm
dual-wire feeder, this antenna has a frequency inverter of less than 2-1-1 in the three highest frequency bands, and swr is obtained by similarly fed simple diles at 3,5 and 7 MHz. Modeling Modeling at antenna height 10 m on average land (G = 5 mS, ε = 13), the following table can be drawn: freq.                Reson, what are you doing?       
R X SWR gets an elevation band freq.       No, no, no.    No, no, no.       (re 50)       (dBi) corner 80 3.531 35.7 0 1.4 6.2 38.5* middle lane 3.7 45.8 145 11.1 40 7.271 83.8 8 3 0 1.7 6.1 25.5* Middle Lane 7.05 65.5 -102 5.1 20 15.35 257 0 5.1 7.2 27 Middle Lane 14.175 264.1 -553 28.6 15 22.363 115.7 0 2.3 8.9 18.5 middle lane 21,225
134,134,0 5 1 -484 38.0 10 32.525 150 0 3.0 10.9 13 middle lanes 28.85 931.7 -1491 65.8 Table 1 : the performance of the W3DZZ according to the information in the ARRL antenna manual according to modelling at frequency levels of 80 and 40 m, the radiation angle is 90 degrees; the asterisr of the table points to a point of -3 dB.
Looking at this table, the antenna resonates mostly outside the band boundaries of (radio amateurs). Also, when it comes to the behavior of middle band frequencies, it is clear why a simple, intivised antennae has problems handling the antenna, SWR is (sometimes far away) outside the range of these simplification devices. Solving these
problems with parallel diols cut to certain frequencies limits the maximum antenna power to about 6 dBi, where W3DZZ is able to generate a profit of up to 11 dBi, almost one S point more. Modelling the antenna at different antenna heights or above different soil types does not solve the problem; Swr and resonance frequency don't
change much. However, the radiation angle varies because this parameter is related to the combination of direct and earth reflected wave.  Discussing matters with L.B. Cebik (visit his rich site!) suggests that W3DZZ is designed to be used with pi-filter output steps for pipe transmitters, which were much more permissive to odd ending
impedances. His online L.B. shows more examples of trap-type antennas. Basic principle in general that the total length of the antenna resonates at a lower frequency and the inside at a higher frequency, and a parallel L-C trap against the release of a smaller frequency component. This effectively converts the trap antenna into a two-
band system. Multi-band trap antennas As mentioned earlier, the trap antenna consists of four independent variables, so it should be possible to resonate the antenna at four different frequencies. I have tested this space by modelling an antenna over 10m above the average ground and consisting of a 1.5mm wire. When the trap
resonance frequency is the first targeting parameter, I've been looking for every solution mode with the requirement that the antenna must resonate at 3.7 MHz, 7.05 and 14,175 MHz. It appears that the solution mode is quite large, as shown in the following table.    Oh, come on.        L 2 L 1 lt.     L C 15 m.   Ten meters.             trap (m)
(m) (m) μH pF band band 1 6.0 7.1 8.8 31.8 4.5 156.4 23.862 32.840 2 6.4 8.4 7.9 32.6 4.7 131.6 23.6 072 32.278 3 6.8 9.6 7.3 33.8 5.1 107.0 22.080 31.396 4 7.0 10.1 7.0 34.2 5.2 99.4 21.774 31.034 5 7.2 10.6 6.7 34.6 5.0 97.7 21.390 30.480 6 7.4 11.1 6.4 35.0 5.0 92.5 21.302 30.30 181 7 7.6 11.6 6.1 35.4 5.2 84.3 21.227 29.801 8
7.8 12.1 5.8 35.8 5.2 80.0 21.073 29.294 9 8.0 12.6 5.3 35.8 5.4 73.3 21.334 29.186 Table 2: Multi-band antenna variations At a lower trap resonance frequency than 6 MHz., it becomes difficult for the system to fulfill the resonance requirement at the basic amateur bands; trap resonance exceeding 8 MHz. It is clear that the solution mode
is continuous, even though the models have been calculated in stages. In addition, it is interesting to note that the inductive amount of the trap varies only slightly.  When you look at the two upper radio amateur bands, you can see that the 15m. band is coming first, later (partially) followed by a 10m band. If we are loyal to our institutions
(four variables, so the system should be solvable in four independent Model seven is the solution we're looking for. The biggest surprise is also the 10-metre band in model 9, and I'll come back to this later. Antenna reinforcement and elevation angle To complete this first round of analysis, I have continued to study the antenna win of the
above models. For this reason, this (maximum) antenna win is in a different direction for each amateur lane, the upper frequency of the multi-strip structure, with deep nulls between them. However, it is clear that the benefit of the antenna is more available when the wavelength of the antenna is more, which increases total radiation. Model
#1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 band 80 6.2 6.3 5.8 5.8 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 9 40 6.4 6.3 6.2 6.1 6.0 5.9 5.7 5.6 5.4 20 7.0 6.9 6.9 7 7 0 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 15 9.7 9.5 9.5 9.3 9.2 8.9 8.8 8.8 8 5 8.4 10 10.6 10.5 10.6 10.7 10.7 10.8 10.8 10.7 10.5 Table 3. Antenna win (dBi) per model and amateur lane. Table 4 shows the height angle of
maximum radiation. This angle is the sum of the (vector) direct and (earth) reflected energy. At a fixed antenna height of 10 m. above the average ground, the wavelength above the ground varies depending on the amateur band, and so the radiation angle of both these waves increases step by step. As in Table 1, the radiation in the two
lower bands is at 90 degrees, the numbers marked with the star indicate - 3dB angle re this maximum. Model 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 80 38* 38* 38* 38* 38* 38* 38* 38* 38* 38* 40 26, 5* 26, 5* 26, 5* 26, 5* 26, 5* 26, 5* 26, 5* 26, 5* 26. 5* 20 29,5 29,5 29,5 29,5 29,5 29,5 29,5 29,5 29,5 29,5 15 17,5 18 19 19 5 19,5 19,5 19,5 20 19,5 10 13 13
13,6     14 14 14 14.5 14.5 Table 4. Height angle. When comparing Table 4 and Table 1, the difference is very small, which further underlines the finding that the elevation model is determined mainly by the height above the ground and above the ground. Feed point impedance Another interesting antenna parameter is the impedance of
the feed point, since it is an important part of our starting position (low SWR). In Table 5, the impedance of the antenna model feed point can be found in the middle of each radio amateur frequency band where the antenna is designed to resonate (lower three bands) or at the precise resonance frequency (higher two bands).  Model 1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 80 34.9 38 44.9 45.5 46.6 47.3 42.8 48.6 49.6 40 116.63 100.8 87.5 82.5 77.7 72.5 67.7 63.7 59.9 20 151.8 182.7 211 215.8 219 208.7 204.4 195.6 179.7 15 127.3 114.3 112.5 116.9 122.8 134.2 149.5 1 164.2 183.5 10 133.3 153.2 153.3 144.7 137.8 129 123.7 122.5 127.2 Table 5. Input point impedance (real value;
resonance) It is interesting to note a certain structure in the impulses of the feed point over frequency intervals and different models. The first two rows have a constant ascending or descending tendency, the following three have a more wavy structure. It is also clear that with the exception of the lowest band, all antennas have an
impedance of more than 50 Ohms, up to (and just over) 200 Ohms. If you want to get the smallest total SWR when connected to one of these antennas, a good choice may be for the transformer to connect the antenna to 50 Ohm coaxial lines with an impedance conversion ratio that is half the largest and lowest antenna impedance, for
example, 125-50 Ohm (2.5 : 1). While this looks like a slightly strange relationship, jerry Sevick's book Transmission Line Transformers (ISBN 1-884932-66-5) has a good suggestion for his 1:2.25 model, which shows high efficiency on and above all frequencies on our wish list. The transformer can be analyzed by transfer line
transformers. Bandwidth The multi-band antenna we are looking for must be used in the tuning area of the built-in automatic tutuner, for example SWR&lt; 4. Let's see how our models work within these limits when connected to the aforementioned 1:2.25 impedance converter associated with system impedance of 112.5 Ω. Since the
lowest model numbers didn't work well at 50 feet, we leave these off the table.    4             5             6             7             8             9 80        3.591      3.608      3.629      3.563      3.592      3.580             3.821      3.856      3.890      3.802      3.872      3.928 40        6.864      6.890      6.912      6.918      6.946      6.977             7.343      7.314     
7.294      7.269      7.254      7.243 20        13.775   13.726   13.732    13.725    13.692    13.658             14.731   14.709   14.700    14.718    14.720    14.715 15        21.289   21.037   20.836    20.693    20.616    20.861             22.345   22.070   21.851    21.692    21.599    21.842 10        30.480  30.076   29.656    29.217    28.789    28.684
            31.657   31.236   30.796    30.337    29.875    29.743 Table 6. Limit frequencies = 4 limits. Table 6 suggests that from the beginning of Model 6, all antennas meet the 4-band target well. In fact, model 9 also covers much of the 10-meter band without sacrificing performance at lower frequencies, so this should be a model worth
using. However, it is clear that four variables can be chosen to cover four bands, but we need a fifth variable when we want to include this fifth band as well.  Sensitivity to ground conditions All models are designed 10 meters above the average ground, i.e. a line of 5 mS/m ε 13. If this is an explicit requirement, only those living on such
average ground could benefit. Let's see how the best model of our previous tests works above different ground conditions, i.e. good at 20 mS and ε is 20 (flat soil and high moist soil) and poor conditions of 1 mS/ m. ε = 5 (countryside, densely populated), as shown in Table 7.                                                 good average bad band soil 80: fr
(MHz) 3.731 3.738 3.752 Zo (Ώ) 39.0 49.6 61.6 (gain dBi) 7.3 5.9 4.4 height   40.5* 38* 33.5* 40: fr (MHz) 7.063 7.069 7.076 Zo (Ώ) 59.6 59.9 59.3 win (dBi) 6.1 2 5.4 4.3 height (degree) 29.0* 26.5* 23.0* 20: fr (MHz) 14,180 14,173 14,165 Zo (Ώ) 184,17 179.7 173.8 win (dBi) 7.7 7.1 6.4 height (degree) 30.0 29.5 28.5 15: fr (MHz) 21.335
21.334 21.335 Zo (Ώ) 184.7 183.5 183.7 win (dBi) 8.9 8.4 7.8 altitude (degree) 19.5 19.5 19.0 10 : fr (MHz) 29,190 29,186 29,180 Zo (Ώ) 126,8 127,2 126,8 gain (dBi) 10,8 10,5 10,0 height (degree) 14,5 14,5 14,0 Table 7. Model 9 sensitivity to ground conditions The antenna model does not have much effect on the soil type in terms of
resonance frequency or connection impedance. The antenna's profit (maximum) decreases slightly in poor ground conditions, which is expected as this is a vector summary of the ground and reflected wave energy. In the same way, the height angle is affected. Sensitivity to antenna height antenna height, I have modelled model 9 on
different levels above average ground conditions, as shown in Table 8. height (metres) 10 12.5 15 17.5 20 amateur lanes 80: fr (MHz) 3,738 3,736 3,734 3,740 3,748 Zo (Ώ) 49,6 57.1 64.1 72.4 79.1 profit (dBi) 5.9 6.4 6.6 6.2 6.2 6.2 height (degree) 38* 35.5* 32.5* 32.5* 29.0* 25.5* 40: fr (MHz) 7.069 7.078 7.087 7.094 7.096 Zo (Ώ) 59.3
66.1 67.4 6 3.3 56.7 profit (dBi) 5.4 5.3 5.5 6.0 6.7 height (degree) 26.5* 21.5* 40.0 34.0 29.5 20 : fr (MHz) 14.173 14.164 14.127 14.123 14.133 Zo (Ώ) 179.7 155.8 153.4 163.3 166.8 win (dBi) 7.1 8.1 8.3 8.2 8.3 height (degree) 29.5 23.5 19.5 17.5 15.0 15: fr (MHz) 21.334 21.342 21.21 .2 345 21,322 21,341 Zo (Ώ) 183,5 191,2 182,8
185,4 191,9 profit (dBi) 8,4 8,6 9,2 9,2 9,1 height 19.5 15.5 13.0 11.5 10.0 10: fr (MHz) 29,186 29,169 29,176 29,173 29,162 Zo (Ώ)                     125.2 128.4 127.7 127.1 gain (dBi) 10.5 11.0 11.0 11.2 11.3 height (14.5 11.5 9.5 8.5 7.5 Table 8: Model 9 sensitivity to antenna height As shown in Table 7, we do not detect any dramatic
deviations from the characteristics of the base antenna. The main difference is in the height angle of maximum radiation, so this parameter must be taken into account in a particular application. A variation of five bands. Above, we have modelled a four-band antenna based on four variables, an 80, 40, 20 and 15 metre radio amateur band.
For the fifth lane we need an extra variable, which should be the most action in the highest frequency range. Such a variable can be found in the addition of the top capacitor, which consists of a few short antenna wires attached to the ends of the antenna, each 40 cm long and connected in the middle, as shown in Figure 2.
                                Figuur 2: Model 9 with top capacitors is model 10 Entering this new model into the antenna design program, we get the following table.                            80 40 20 15 10 fres. (MHz) 3.616 7.002 14.066 20.824 28.648 Zo (Ώ) 48.0 59.9 193.2 181.. 0 120.6 profit (dBi) 5.8 5.3 7.1 8.4 10.6 height (dgr) 38.5* 26.5* 29.5 20 20
14.5 &lt; 4 3.520 6.918 13.586 20.377 28.176: 3.801 7.208 14.1 587 21.305 29.196 Table 9: Trap antenna with upper capacitors (Model 10) As in previous sensitivity models, parameters have changed little and it seems that that we have designed a truly practical five-band antenna, with &lt; 4 on all classic HF drives. Practical models
Antenna that fully meets the design objectives of a four-band antenna with &lt; 4 is a model as shown in Figure 3.                                  Figure 3: 4-band trap antenna This model depicts an antenna of 80, 40 20 and 15 m. amateur tape, which also covers part of the FM area of the 10-meter band. The model is not sensitive to the ground
type or exact height of the antenna and covers all four lanes &lt; 4. Take into account the speed factor when using plastic covered wire. The speed factor of the usual type is 0.89, so we need to correct the ideal length as shown above: L1 – 5.43 m. and L2 - 10.32 m., which increases the total length of the antenna to 31.5 meters without
the dimensions of the traps and transformer. The five-band design Antenna design, which covers a large portion of the five HF amateur bands, can be seen in Figure 4.                          Figure 4: Antenna for most of the five classic HF strips This model also covers all frequencies of 80, 40, 20 and 15 meters. The (small) external tuner also
helps to include the entire 10-meter band, but this addition is beyond the design goals of this article. Extended five-lane design Figure 5 shows the complete five-band solution, an antenna system in Figure 4 that has been subject to state-of-the-art capacitors. 40 cm wire heads can be tied to a short piece of wood or pvc material for



straightening. This model covers all five classic HF amateur bands, which are &lt; 4 limits. Because the structure is equal to Figure 4 except for the top capacitors, both can be tested with identical components. This model must also be corrected with a speed factor of 0.89, which brings dimensions: L1 to 4.72 m. and L2 to 11.21 m. total
antenna length to 31.87 m, excluding traps and transformer. Traps The simplest way to make traps in general and traps especially for this model is to take a short piece of pvc drain pipe, for example an outer diameter of 40 mm. For this material, the end caps are available to turn this coil shape into a neat little box perfect for a resonant
capacitor. When using a 2 mm pvc-clad electric cable, 13.5 switch this coil former on to produce an inductive of 5.4 μH. This value can be verified by connecting Ω 22 kHz series resistance and connecting this serial circuit to a 648 kHz HF generator. (calibrated against the BBC in Europe). The resistance voltage shall be equal to the
inductor voltage (the resistance voltage should also be 0,7). For amateurs with different tastes, the same method works on a 47 Ω-lined generator 1,386 (calibrated against Voice of Russia). With these low frequency, the effects of parasites are not yet too noticeable. The value of the capacitor can be found by resonant with an 8.00 MHz
trap reel, e.g. a dip meter calibrated A good way to make and tune this capacitor is to use a piece of RG58 co2 cutting for resonance, as this makes for a very good high voltage capacitor. When using RG58U, this piece is about 65 cm long and resonates directly to the trap cot at 8 MHz. When ready, make sure that the short inside cable
length extends beyond braiding as it prevents the end from curving. The length of the coax capacitor can be folded inside the box, preferably perpendicular to coil coiling, as it affects the final trap resonance and trap Q least.     In my test antenna, I drilled a small hole in the end caps to make a short piece of nylon rope through the end.
The knot in this rope ensures the end ends and at the same time the mechanical connection of the antenna wire, which separates the mechanical electrical connection to increase mechanical and electrical strength. The trap structure can be in figure 1. Look at the small dimensions compared to the match screen. The Tywraps wave was
used to facilitate winding and to take the load on the electrical connection of the wing nut. Figure 1: The trap structure with the inner capacitor and the 5.4 μH indator Impedance converter Impedance converter with a step ratio of 1: 2.25 is a bit ordinary, but Jerry Sevick's design, as shown in Figure 6, does a good job.            Figure 6. A 1:
2.25 transmission line transformer. To get a high enough contribution to the output break-up, Jerry assigns a transformer to an MH&amp;W Inti (TDK) type large K5 (NiZn) type ferrite tooid with a permeability of 290 and five good quality RG58 cokes. The exterior plastic capsulation has been removed to facilitate processing. This is
perfectly permissible because the braids have the same voltage (see Figure 6) and the electrical resistance of the ferrite core is very high (&gt; 1 MOhm.cm). The picture in Figure 7 depicts Jerry's trap. Figure 7: Data from Jerry Sevick's 2.25 impedance test converter can be taken from Figure 6. The feed line is connected between position
B and the ground; there is a 1.5-fold supply voltage between position A and the ground, so an impedance of 2.25 times. Ferrite type K may no longer be too much, but it can be replaced by Type 4B1 Ferroxcube. As stated earlier, the main function of nuclear material is to get a large feed to the output power of the transmission lines.
Therefore, any type of ferrite material and number of translations will make, as long as the total impedance is high enough at the lowest operating frequency (approximately 150 Ohm for a single coil) and the self-decoding of the transformer is within the material limits (see Ferrite materials, check at the highest operating frequency) The test
antenna performed a transformer coil (8) each coar separately with one Ferroxcuben 36 mm 4C65 toroid. This operates at the predicted lower limit of 3,5 MHz. Other materials (and larger coils) were already in line with specifications below 1 MHz, and all are still very effective above 30 MHz.  The overall converter is placed in a box made
of sewer pipe, the diameter of which is somewhat larger this time and is again closed with end notes. The simple hook structure allows for lifting positioning and a small piece of trespa strengthens this position while allowing mechanical attachment to antenna wires to carry the load of electrical connections (wing nuts). Figure 2 shows the
structure of the RG58 coke and several turns to ensure the separation of the symmetric feed line and antenna and transformer from the RF choke.  Figure 2: Impedance transformer 1: 2.25 with two 4C65 toroids Fig. 3 provides a better view behind the transformer box, including a trespa re-taoying and pulling disc. Figure 3: Transformer
box, butt, resting on top cover (taken off) RF strangler As mentioned above, we need to pair symmetrical dipoli antenna with symmetrical transfer line. This usually happens with some kind of balancing device, sometimes as a balance transformer with or without a conversion ratio. Our multi-band antenna 1: 2.25 impedance converter has
no balancing properties. Balancing the power of the transmission line with the antenna ensures that all the power in the transmission line goes to the antenna and not elsewhere, for example outside the supply cable. A good way to prevent the outer current from being a significant part of the total radio frequency RF current, which is
external impedance by strangulation. A simple way to ensure such suffocation is that the length of the feed line is coiled; about ten feed line revolutions from 10 to 15 cm in diameter usually provides a sufficiently high impedance for a large number of HF amateur bands. To obtain a compact structure, this RF strangler is wound in the
transformer housing with a right diameter of 10 cm. For this RF choke power to be effective, the transceiver is low impedance grounded because choking on trx ground impedance effectively makes the voltage divider. Combining all shack devices usually allows for a sufficiently low ground impedance while ensuring equal potential for all
devices for safety reasons.  Practical experience As a practical test, a has built a model 9 type antenna. As predicted, all HF amateur frequencies at 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meters were within reach of the inbound tuner on my Kenwood TS440s. Up to 18 m could be used to make a low ed. As a second test, I checked the lowest impedance
in each HF band without using a tuner. It showed that this resonance frequency was sometimes outside a particular amateur band, although Apparently, the builder's tuner didn't seem to mind. The test antenna is set to unknown ground conditions (presumably poor), it was tied to the highest point about 9 m. and sloping from a distance of
about 6 m., at one end not even fully extended for property reasons. To model the exact situation, the program came almost exactly to the goal, again forcing my confidence in this application and my calculations. Based on this self-confidence, I re-calculated the trap so that the antenna was carried out at the original target frequencies, as
the wires had already been cut to size. For those who also want to prune the antenna to define their environment, I will give the following table based on local experience. Keeping the trap resonance frequency constant, I found that for every 10% increase during the inductive of the trap, the antenna resonance at 80 m decreased by about
0.5% to 40 m. decreased by approximately 0.5% by 20 m. increased by approximately 0.5% by 15 m. increased by approximately 0.2% by 10 m. did not change much These ratios were constant with a wide change of inductor. Most notablely: the above changes went in the right direction of my antenna position. Conclusions In this article,
we explore a trap antenna field that covers more than two HF amateur bands. From the solution mode, we selected three models that met the starting conditions, that the design should have good figures for the confirmation and radiation angle and have sufficiently low impedance figures (SWR) to be connected directly to the 50 Ohm
coaxial gearbox without excessive additional losses and within the range of a simple built-in antenna graph for modern HF transmitters. The final design shows a standard antenna win of 6 dBi lower HF bands (80 and 40 m.) rising to higher values for higher bands up to 11 dBi for the highest HF amateur band. Note, however, that these
maximum win figures are in slightly different directions depending on the specific band. As with any model, the height angle depends mostly on the height of the antenna above the ground, so this model should preferably be used at 10 m or higher, although good results have already been obtained at an altitude of 8 meters. The height of
the antenna also affects (slightly) the resonance frequency. Needless to say, this is the best multi-band antenna with many DX contacts to prove this. This is usually the claim of most antenna designers, and they are not very different about it.   This exercise taught me a few practical laws about wire antennae that I make without further
comment: - each wire is an antenna, the antenna receives almost exclusively depending on the size of the antenna relative to the wavelength, starting at about 1/10 wave length, the antenna system is more efficient with characteristic impedance closer to the feed line and TRX requirements. Even a high-powered antenna loses its
effectiveness A lot of energy is lost in cable/transformer losses, - the dipoli antenna is more effective for DX function when it's higher above ground level because this lowers the elevation angle, in local use the antenna needs to be placed much lower, but not (much) lower than about 1/10 wavelength above ground (not so perfect) to
prevent excessive ground loss. Bob J. van Donselaar, mailto:on9cvd@amsat.org mailto:on9cvd@amsat.org
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